Some factors controlling morpho-functional integration of the transplanted embryonic brain tissue.
A review of the experimental data of neurotransplantation, obtained in the laboratory during about a decade, is presented in the paper. The interseries comparison of the data allow to make some conclusions on various factors influencing the graft/host morphological and functional integration. The embryonic rat tissue of somatosensory neocortex, septum and hippocampus with and without dentate fascia, were grafted into the acute cavity in the barrel field of the adult rats. In one special series rat hippocampus was transplanted into the cavity in the septum of the adult rabbit. Solid pieces of embryonic tissue or cellular suspensions were used in various series. Survival rate of the grafts, their histological integration with the host brain, responsiveness of the neurons to electrical and sensory stimulation of the host brain, patterns of spontaneous and evoked activity were compared. It is concluded that so-called tissue-specific factors do not play any significant role in control of the graft/host integration. Other factors, such as presence of the natural intragraft targets for the grafted neurons, degree of preservation of the intrinsic tissue organization within the grafts, composition of surfaces of the solid grafts, presence of physiological activity in the pathways innervating the area of the graft placement determine integrated/isolated status of the graft in the host brain. Patterns of the background and evoked activity of the heterotopic grafts to a large extent are determined by the physiological properties of the grafted neurons, preserved in spite of alien tissue surrounding and unusual inputs.